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 Message from the President 

Dear Members,

I want to start my message this month by remembering two
great thinkers who passed away recently. We sadly lost Klaus
Krippendorf and Mick Ashby this month. I want to express my
condolences with everyone who is personally affected by their
passing. See https://www.isss.org/we-remember/ for more
details and an opportunity to express condolences.

The end of 2022 is approaching fast! November, to me, is a
time of reflection on my own goals for the year. In terms of my
presidency, it is a mid-year reflection, and the opening of the
nomination process is a reminder of the short time I have to
realise my hopes for the society. In nature, it is the start of the
rainy season in the part of South Africa where I live. After five
months of no rain, the rain brings hope and renewal, also for my
own initiatives. I hope to steer the society in terms of the key
objectives of advancing the discipline and providing networking
opportunities for members.

In terms of advancing the discipline, we had a number of good
mini-symposia on systems concepts, also from a general
systems theory perspective. We close this chapter on 12th
November with a talk by Len Troncale.  

We are moving back to Saturdays again for November. In the meantime, we start a new theme:
Making sense of the systems landscape, on 5th November. The ISSS has a special function in
this regard, and we launch this theme with a session by Daniel Friedman with a report on his
activities as Vice President, Education.

In terms of the conference, the Board of Directors recently approved the final budget and the
implementation strategy for ISSS2023 conference in South Africa. 

In celebrating the situatedness of the conference, I want to develop a community of systems
thinkers in Africa. We are not aware of each other! This will also help to enable subsidies and
sponsorships! Please send me an email to President@Isss.org if you are a systems thinker in
Africa or if you want to support this initiative.

This is Africa’s year – let’s celebrate!!!

Roelien

 Conference News 
International Society for the Systems Sciences, 67th Annual

Conference.

The final conference dates are now: PhD workshop and writing retreat from 17 June -19 June
and main conference from 19-23 June 2023. A special information session will be held on
Saturday 5 November in the normal Saturday Symposium slot of 7 AM PDT. Note that is still
DST in the US (since it is before the first Sunday in November). This session is open to
members and non-members. Please come with your questions on logistics travelling to South
Africa. The presentation will be followed by a question-and-answer session. Thus, we have a
joint special event on Saturday 5 November, starting with Daniel, speaking about the Education
activities, followed by a presentation on the 2023 conference logistics. Meeting details are
provided later in this newsletter.

 ISSS Administrative Officers: Call for Nominations  
DEADLINE: 15th November, 2022

The society thrives through its membership. The officers of the ISSS play an important role in
connecting and communicating with the membership to fulfil the society's purposes and
objectives as set out in Article II of our bylaws (https://www.isss.org/by-laws/).
In accordance with Bylaw 4.11.1 Nominations, we are currently seeking nominations from our
members for the following ISSS Administrative Officers:

President-Elect (Term 2023 - 2026)
Treasurer and VP for Funds (Term 2023 - 2027)
VP Practice (Term 2023 - 2025)
Secretary VP Protocol (Term 2023 - 2025)

Role descriptions and responsibilities for each role are described in the ISSS Bylaw 4.6
Administrative Officers.
If you would like to nominate yourself or another, please do so through your SIG Chair, a Board
of Trustee member, or Board of Directors member. If you are nominating a person other than
yourself, please ensure that they know and have agreed to be nominated.
The SIG Chair, Board of Trustees member, and Board of Directors member will then send
through nominations to the Nominating Committee, chaired by Past President, George Mobus.
To nominate, please email your SIG Chair, a Board of Trustees member, or Board of Directors
member:

Name of nominating person
Name of Nominee
Administrative Officer Role being nominated for
Short Bio: 100-250 words
Expression of interest describing interest and what the nominee could bring to the role:
250-500 words
(Optional) Links: linkedin.com, researchgate.com, academia.edu, university

Email addresses can be found at: https://www.isss.org/special-integration-groups-sigs/

We look forward to receiving your nominations.

 Programme of Online Mini-Symposia 

The sessions move back to Saturdays with a base time of 7 AM on the West Coast of the USA.
Since daylight savings time in the US is suspended on Sunday 6 Nov, the times will vary during
this month. The specific times will be published in the Calendar on ISSS.org.  Also, members
who selected opt-in for emails will receive an e-mail message with the correct time.

Saturday 5 November (members and non-members)

Theme: Making Sense of the Systems Landscape in terms of Education by Vice President,
Education, Daniel Friedman.

AND

Presenting the logistics of the ISSS2023 Conference in South Africa by Vice President,
Conferences, Olaf Brugman and President, Roelien Goede

The session is open to members and non-members and has a unique Zoom link as follows:

https://zoom.us/j/93688216823?pwd=aDlRbldOVU1RYkN1UTJpVEhPbHlwUT09

Meeting ID: 936 8821 6823
Passcode: 150275

Saturday 12 November (members only)

Len Troncale closes our theme on Systems Concepts with notes on his work

SYSTEMS PROCESSES THEORY- SPT OVERVIEW

SPT will be the subject of several papers and evening workshops in South Africa’s ISSS
conference. Only ten slides are allowed for this presentation/2 per section to encourage
discussion/questions. An overview of SPT which will soon be an online course using Len
Troncale’s You Tube channel and 112 Kindle-Published online Pamphlets/Monographs on SPT &
Systems Pathology (enabled by partnership with Peter Tuddenham). In this talk, we will see (1)
overview slides of the two components of SPT Isomorphies/Principal Systems Mechanisms
(I/PSM’s); (2) Overview hierarchical Listings of the 50 or so main Principal Systems Mechanisms
under study and reprint collections;  (2) 35 Information Packets needed to apply each of the
I/PSMs, (3)  the two tests of concept of GST in SPT, (4) Twenty Spin-Offs already known for
SPT. (5) Special attention to Spin-Off Systems Pathology and our listing of Complex, Hybrid
Systems Problems and reprints that are potentials for application of 50 or more I/PSM’s and how
to apply them, as well as reference to the pertinent Websites for each of the above. We will pay
special attention to- as well as pre-schedule- joint meetings with the new math SIG of James
Rose and the ISSP Conference within the ISSS.

Saturday 19 November (members only)

Ian Glendinning : a "State of the Systems Nation" from the perspective of an ISSS newcomer

Saturday 26 November: Open Mic  / Short Sessions (Members only)

So far we have:

Doncho Petkov: A Brief Review of Links between Systems Thinking and Information Systems in
the Last Fifteen Years

Peter Corning:  Synergistic Selection: A New Theory of Evolution;  Cooperative Effects of
Various Kinds Have Shaped the Course of Life on Earth;  The Modern Synthesis (Neo-
Darwinism) Wrongly Emphasizes Competition

Manel Pretel-Wilson: What can philosophy contribute to systems thinking?  

 Upcoming SRBS & ISSS Journal Issues 

The papers in the special issue are:

1. N. Bateson, “An essay on ready-ing: Tending the prelude to change,” Systems Research
and Behavioral Science, vol. 39, no. 5, pp. 990-1004, 2022.

2. J. Chen, S. Nousala, T. Landa, and P. Aibéo, “Case study: Observing the World Music
School Helsinki as a social ecological system to enhance community connectivity and
resilience,” Systems Research and Behavioral Science, vol. 39, no. 5, pp. 935-946, 2022.

3. R. L. Flood, and G. Midgley, “Festschrift for Mike Jackson: Call for papers for a special
issue of Systems Research and Behavioral Science,” Systems Research and Behavioral
Science, vol. 39, no. 5, pp. 1005-1008, 2022.

4. M. Jacobs, N. Arora, and S. Gabriele, “The future is humanistic: Infusing compassion in
the systems thinking world—Circles, dialogue and Roundtables as levers for individual
and community emancipation,” Systems Research and Behavioral Science, vol. 39, no. 5,
pp. 923-934, 2022.

5. D. P. MacNamara, “The art and science of the impossible: The human experience,”
Systems Research and Behavioral Science, vol. 39, no. 5, pp. 889-894, 2022.

6. W. Manduna, R. Goede, and L. Drevin, “Incorporating various perspectives in using
instant messages in teaching programming: A critical system thinking perspective,”
Systems Research and Behavioral Science, vol. 39, no. 5, pp. 947-961, 2022.

7. G. E. Mobus, “Gaia needs a mind and humanity needs a purpose,” Systems Research
and Behavioral Science, vol. 39, no. 5, pp. 975-977, 2022.

8. G. Nicholas, “Getting to practical: Complementarity between critical systems thinking and
phronetic social science,” Systems Research and Behavioral Science, vol. 39, no. 5, pp.
913-922, 2022.

9. S. Sankaran, and J. McIntyre-Mills, “Energy justice in renewable energy projects: How
learning about indigenous knowledge systems could inform systemic practice,” Systems
Research and Behavioral Science, vol. 39, no. 5, pp. 962-974, 2022.

10. T. Scholte, and B. Sweeting, “Possibilities for a critical cybernetics,” Systems Research
and Behavioral Science, vol. 39, no. 5, pp. 986-989, 2022.

11. W. Zhang, and D. Fan, “The system-process view of life from the perspective of systems
science and its enlightenment to artificial life,” Systems Research and Behavioral Science,
vol. 39, no. 5, pp. 978-985, 2022.

12. Z. Zhu, “Paradigm, specialty, pragmatism: Kuhn's legacy to methodological pluralism,”
Systems Research and Behavioral Science, vol. 39, no. 5, pp. 895-912, 2022.

 Welcome to our New ISSS Members 
We sent an email to all members who joined in 2022 and the following new members
participated in a fun question answer survey. We welcome you to the society. All new members
who received the invite to participate are welcome to submit their detail. We will feature every
month a few new members. Members select questions from a long list to tell us about
themselves. To join the ISSS simply go to ISSS.org/Register/

Kim Graham

How did your interest in systems develop? I am currently in
the final stage of a PhD which is looking at the use of
complexity science to explore naturopathic philosophy and
practice. As part of this project, I have developed a research
model to explore primary health care from a systems
perspective.
Are you interested in a specific field of systems thinking -
which one? While I find systems thinking generally of interest, I
am particularly focused in how it relates to primary health care.
In which industry do you work and in which role? My
background is in psychology and naturopathy, and I have been
a social sciences lecturer in a bachelor of health science 

course at a private college in Melbourne, Australia for the past eight years. I’ve also been a PhD
student at University of Technology, Sydney for the past 4 ½ years.
If you could share a meal with 4 individuals living or dead, who would they be? I think
there would be fascinating dinner conversation with: Dr Vandana Shiva, Carl Jung, Neil Gaiman
(the author), and Jane Goodall.
What was the last book you read? Michael Polanyi’s ‘The tacit dimension’. I find the
philosophy of scientific thought and knowledge so interesting and enjoy reading different aspects
of this.
If you could live anywhere in the world, where would it be? I love living in Melbourne,
Australia – and even though it is wonderful to visit other places I would choose to live here.
Melbourne has a terrific live music scene, and a rich multicultural history. There is lots of theatre
and amazing food venues. I feel very fortunate to live here!

Dr Patrick Ndayizigamiye

How did your interest in systems develop? My interest in
systems thinking and modelling sparked after attending the
Southern African Systems Analysis Centre (SASAC) boot camp
in 2016. I consider systems thinking and modelling a better
approach for modelling complex dynamics in the healthcare
ecosystem. 
Are you interested in a specific field of systems thinking -
which one? I have embarked on an exciting niche area “health
systems thinking and modelling”

In which industry do you work and in which role? I am a Senior Lecturer in the Department
of Applied Information Systems at the University of Johannesburg. My research area is in health
informatics. 
What are three words that best describe you? Kind, passionate, resilient. 
What would you describe as a perfect day? A Selfless day spent helping others. 
If you could choose to do anything for a day, what would you do? Spending time with the
needy, giving them hope. 

 New Systems Books 
Leveraging the Genetics of Leadership by Daniel Edds

High-Impact organizations have three attributes:
1) They develop an employee experience that results in human
thriving, growth, transparency, dignity, and empowerment. 
2) They deliver so much customer value that customers line up
and would not think of taking their business anywhere else. 
3) They become a beacon for systemic cultural transformation.
These organizations achieve this level of performance by
approaching leadership as an organizational system. This
systemic approach to leadership builds the organizational DNA
to shape organizational culture and transform the workplace. 
Leveraging the Genetics of Leadership, is the first book that
documents through case studies and first person interviews the
form and structure of a designed system of leadership. Case
studies come from manufacturing, education, healthcare, the
U.S. Military, small business, and professional sports.

What others are saying:
"If leadership is a system, engaged in relationships with other systems to create a high-
performing, purposeful whole, it means that anybody with integrity and a reasonable level of
emotional intelligence can learn how to lead. This is Daniel Edds’s insight, gained from a
consultancy career and deep conversations with the leaders of exceptional
organizations." Gerald Midgley,  Professor of Systems Thinking, Centre for Systems Studies,
Business School, University of Hull

"By distilling the essence of effective leadership systems, he shows us how to continuously tap
the potential of each individual in service of a powerful whole. His systemic focus enables
organizations to sustain high performance without depending on the capabilities of any one
leader.” David Peter Stroh, Social Systems Consultant and Best-Selling Author of Systems
Thinking for Social Change.

"Daniel Edds has performed a great labor for all students of leadership. He has identified the
vital few principles and practices from the trivial many. If leadership is a system, if it's greater
than the sum of its parts, what is that system? What are the component parts? How do those
mutually reinforcing parts work together? And finally, how can leaders perpetuate a leadership
system to live after them? This book is a gift for any leader who has been given the stewardship
to lead, but doesn't know how to approach it. A wonderful contribution to the leadership
literature!" Timothy R. Clark, PhD, Author of The 4 Stages of Psychological Safety: Defining the
Path to Inclusion and Innovation
Leveraging the Genetics of Leadership is available wherever books are sold. For U.S sales go
to: DanielEdds.com for free shipping. The Kindle version is available through Amazon and other
book sellers including DanielEdds.com.

 News from the Book Club 
It’s time to vote for new books to read! Here is the list we’re voting on:

    Sand Talk: How Indigenous Thinking Can Save the World by Tyson Yunkaporta
    The Origin of Humanness in the Biology of Love by Humberto Maturana
    The Embodied Mind: Cognitive Science and Human Experience by Fancisco Varela
    A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings, Construction by Christopher Alexander
    Buddhist and Taoist Systems Thinking: The Natural Path to Sustainable
Transformation by Josep M. Coll
    Angels Fear: Towards an Epistemology of the Sacred by Gregory Bateson and Mary 
Catherine Bateson
    Complexity: A Guided Tour by Melanie Mitchell

The survey has been sent out to those on the Book Club email list and will be resent as a
reminder after the newsletter comes out, so if you want to participate, be sure to email Marty
Jacobs at marty.jacobs.sis@gmail.com. The survey will close on November 9. We will start
reading a new book in January.
Meanwhile, we are finishing up with Stafford Beer’s The Heart of Enterprise at our November 17
meeting and will be discussing an application of the Viable Systems Model at our December 15
meeting.
Happy reading!
Marty Jacobs

 Upcoming Systems Conferences 

On-Line Conference: The Value of Systemic Thinking in Our VUCA World

VUCA (Volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity)

15 - 17  December, Athens, Greece

8th. HSSS National & International On-Line Conference. Hosted by the Hellenic Society for

Systemic Studies (HSSS), University of West Attica, Department of Finance and Accounting

(UWA). In collaboration with the UWA. www.confe.hsss.eu

No Fees for this On-Line Conference.

Call for Abstracts.  Abstract Submission up to 15th of November, 2022. Please submit to:

https://confe.hsss.eu/abstract-submission-2022/

Yours sincerely,

Professor Nikitas Assimakopoulos, HSSS President.

 Systems Science Events in November 

To more effectively embed the principles of justice, diversity, equity, inclusion and accessibility
(JDEIA) in peacebuilding, the field must move beyond just recognizing issues of inequities and
exclusion for women and other populations that face injustice. True progress will require us to
incorporate the unique perspectives and diverse contributions of women into JDEIA strategies at
every level of peacebuilding processes — from opening spaces for intersectional collaboration to
defining expectations for meaningful allyship. 
Join USIP online on November 2, 2022 at 10:30am for a conversation on the role of women in
creating an inclusive and equitable path forward for the peacebuilding field. The discussion will
bring together women practitioners and academics from a range of generational and
geographical backgrounds to examine what their diverse experiences with equity and inclusion
can tell us about the state of JDEIA in peacebuilding — as well as what can be done to better
elevate women’s voices in the future.
Register at: https://www.usip.org/events/amplifying-womens-voices-equity-and-inclusion-
peacebuilding

Systems documentary!
CCR's website, "America’s Truth is the first documentary produced by the Center for Community
Resilience (CCR) to demonstrate how structural racism in policies, practices, and programs
creates and sustains racial trauma and inequity by race and place.

CCR’s Truth & Equity initiative is changing the narrative about racial disparities by focusing on
systems rather than individuals. Using the BCR process, our [CCR's] partners develop a shared
understanding of the history of race-based trauma in their community. With an intentional focus
on systems and policy this place-based effort helps coalitions identify specific levers that drive
systemic inequity and create political will for change. This film follows one community's effort to
face the Truth of structural racism, shape their narrative, and guide an agenda for healing and
equity through systems change."

Further Events

Metaphorum Webinars

Designing Conversations for Variety- Dr Paul Pangaro

Friday 4th November 12pm EST

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81943981395

INCOSE

Chesapeake Chapter Tutorial: Lean Startup Method (LSM) and Agile for Elicitation of System
Solution Initial Capabilities (ICs)

Saturday 5th November 9am-4pm ET

https://www.incose-cc.org/events/2022-11-05-lean-startup-method-and-agile-for-elicitation-of-
system-solution-initial-capabilities

INCOSE

SMSWG Community Mtg #59 - ‘MoSSEC - The missing link in connected M&S’

Tuesday 8th November 8am PT

https://www.nafems.org/events/nafems/2022/sms-community-23/

System Dynamics Society Transport Special Interest Group

T-SIG lecture series : Qualitative modelling as a participatory approach to transport system
analysis

Tuesday 8th November 1-2pm GMT

https://systemdynamics.org/event/t-sig-lecture-series-qualitative-modelling-as-a-participatory-
approach-to-transport-system-analysis-2/

INCOSE

Comparison of the new LHSE Process with former Quality Initiatives: Lean, Six Sigma, TQM,
ToC, PDSA

Tuesday 8th November 5.30-7.30pm PDT

http://events.r20.constantcontact.com/register/event?oeidk=a07ejenxys1e48ac1b9&llr=l4ihvgeab

System Dynamics Society 

How to Sell System Dynamics

Wednesday 9th November 11-12 EST

https://systemdynamics.org/event/how-to-sell-system-dynamics/

Oceania Chapter of the System Dynamics Society

The Lobster Game: Experiential learning of system dynamics through serious gaming

Wednesday 9th November 12-1pm AEST

https://systemdynamics.org/event/webinar-the-lobster-game-experiential-learning-of-system-
dynamics-through-serious-gaming/

INCOSE

System of Systems Overview: If you thought Systems Engineering was fun, wait until you try
System of Systems Engineering!

Wednesday 9th November 1-2pm MT

https://www.incose.org/events-and-news/search-events/2022/11/09/default-calendar/system-of-
systems-overview

System Dynamics Society

Teaching Biology and Scientific Practices through System Dynamics Modeling and Simulations

Thursday 10th November 12-1pm EST

https://systemdynamics.org/event/teaching-biology-and-scientific-practices-through-system-
dynamics-modeling-and-simulations/

INCOSE

16th INCOSE South Africa Systems Engineering Conference (Virtual)

Monday 14th- Wednesday 16th November

https://www.incose.org.za/annual-conference-2022

CSiO UK

SCiO UK Virtual Open Meeting - November 2022 with the following speakers: 
“Moving beyond Value Conflicts: Systems Thinking in Action” (Gerald Midgley) and

“Human Aspects of Systems - Map of Meaningful Work” (Patrick Andrews)

Monday 14th November 6.30-8.30pm GMT

https://www.systemspractice.org/events/scio-uk-virtual-open-meeting-november-2022

University of Oxford

Systems Thinking Approach to Change Management (online)

Tuesday 15th to Friday 18th November

https://www.conted.ox.ac.uk/courses/systems-thinking-approach-to-change-management-online

INCOSE

Chesapeake Chapter Lecture: Cloud-native Security and Policy: A Primer

Wednesday 16th November 6-9pm ET

https://www.incose-cc.org/events/2022-11-monthly-meeting-and-lecture-hybrid

South Africa System Dynamics Chapter

10th South Africa Chapter Conference

Wednesday 16th-Friday 18th November

https://systemdynamics.org/event/10th-south-africa-chapter-conference/

INCOSE

Tag des Systems Engineerings (TdSE) [In German, MEZ]

Wednesday 16th-Friday 18th November

https://www.incose.org/events-and-news/search-events/2022/11/16/default-calendar/tag-des-
systems-engineerings-(tdse)-in-german-mez

INCOSE

INCOSE HSI Workshop 2022 - Torrance, CA USA

Wednesday 16th-Friday 18th November

https://www.incose.org/hsiws2022

INCOSE

Finger Lakes Chapter presents Don Gelosh, Ph.D., ESEP-Acq: "The INCOSE Institute for
Technical Leadership"

Thursday 17th-Friday 18th November

https://www.incose.org/events-and-news/search-events/2022/11/17/default-calendar/finger-
lakes-chapter-presents-don-gelosh-ph.d.-esep-acq-the-incose-institute-for-technical-leadership

INCOSE

Four-session On-line Course: “Practical Understanding of Systems Modelling & Simulation”

17th November-9th December

https://www.nafems.org/training/e-learning/practical-understanding-of-systems-modelling-and-
simulation/

Midlands Decision Support Network

INSIGHT 2022

21st November - 2nd December

https://systemdynamics.org/event/insight-2022/

INCOSE

ESA Model Based Space Systems and Software Engineering (MBSE2022)

22nd November-25th November

https://indico.esa.int/event/407/

INCOSE

INCOSE UK Annual Systems Engineering Conference 2022 (ASEC 2022)

22nd November-23rd November

https://www.asec2022.org.uk/Pages/Standard/Home

INCOSE

INCOSE Exhibiting at the 2022 I/ITSEC Conference

28th November-2nd December

https://exhibits.iitsec.org/2022/Public/Enter.aspx

 Readers' Letters 
Our newsletter now has a regular readership of over one thousand members and friends. We
are, therefore, introducing a new section in which you can share your news, views, opinions, and
so on. Just send an email to newsletter@isss.org and, if it meets normal standards of legality
and courtesy, we will endeavor to publish it. We do, of course, reserve the right to edit
submissions, and will publish replies from other members.

Peter Tuddenham, October 1, 2022
Visit to the Systems Science Program at Portland State University
 Yesterday, Friday 30 September 2022, I was in Portland and met with Professor Wayne
Wakeland, Chair of the Systems Science program at Portland State University. He told me the
program began in 1969 and has been going ever since. The program offers PhD's, Masters and
also a Systems Minor at the Undergraduate level. We discussed how we might work together to
do more to promote the value of a systems science education. Read about the program here
https://www.pdx.edu/systems-science/
 
John Challoner, 30/10/2022
Are the Social Sciences Scientific?
This question was raised at a recent mini-symposium, and I would, therefore, like to offer my
own perspective. 
Scientific inquiry is a process that enables us to gain new knowledge with greatest likelihood of it
being correct. The philosopher of science, Thomas Kuhn, noted that, together, accepted theories
and the way in which they are developed form a paradigm. Wikipedia defines a paradigm as “a
distinct set of concepts or thought patterns, including theories, research methods, postulates,
and standards for what constitute legitimate contributions to a field.” 
Experimental evidence is of particular importance in the sciences, as it anchors theory to reality.
It must, however, be reproducible, and data must be readily accessible for checking. However, in
the social sciences, there are several difficulties with this:
1. Variables in the social sciences are often qualitative rather than quantitative, i.e., they are
either true or not. Even if a variable is quantitative, there can be difficulties in measuring it. In
physics it is relatively easy to determine the mass of an object and apply a number. However, in
the social sciences, there are, for example, no objective ways of quantifying personality traits.
These are probably more acquired than inherited, and so, more to do with the brain's software
than its hardware. This means, that they are unlikely to be revealed by MRI scans, etc. There are
also issues with the reliability of questionnaires in which we report on our own personality.
2. Experimental proof based on historical analysis can be flawed. History comprises reports and
interpretations that can be highly subjective. In addition, there are often only a small number of
relevant examples to which we can refer.
3. Experimental proof which relies on direct experience can also be highly subjective and is not
reproducible.
4. Experimental design is constrained by ethical considerations. For example, if one wished to
prove that a particular type of event always causes war, then it would be unethical to cause such
an event.
5. Finally, culture can have a strong influence on both hypotheses and the evidence used in their
proof. For this reason, cross-cultural studies are becoming increasingly common. It is also the
case that knowledge is a part of culture, and new knowledge can, therefore, alter culture. A
feedback loop exists, i.e., culture affects social theory, which can, in turn, affect culture.

So, the paradigm of the social sciences is very different from that of the physical sciences. An
analogy might be to regard physical science as a criminal law case in which it is necessary to
prove the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. The social sciences, on the other hand,
can be regarded as a civil case that is judged on the balance of evidence. This does, of course,
mean that theories in the social sciences are less likely to be true than those in the physical
sciences. Nevertheless, I believe that their pursuit is worthwhile, because an understanding of
human nature does, in the long term at least, appear to lead to an improvement in our
circumstances. Today, our circumstances are of great concern and bringing the expertise of
ISSS members to them can only be beneficial.

 Thanks to All Contributors! 

Editorial Team: Roelien Goede,  Michele Friend, Louise McCulloch, John Challoner

To make a contribution please download a copy of our submission form at
https://www.isss.org/isss-newsletters/ and email it to newsletter@isss.org
Past copies of our newsletter can also be found at https://www.isss.org/isss-newsletters/  
To receive this newsletter you must sign up on our main isss.org page under
"Newsletter  Sign Up". 
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